HOPE RECUPERATIVE CARE

PARTNERING AGENCIES:

- SHASTA COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
- REDDING PATHWAYS TO HOUSING
- MERCY MEDICAL CENTER REDDING
- SHASTA COUNTY HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
- CITY OF REDDING

HOPE Recuperative Care is a collaborative program that provides a safe place for individuals experiencing homelessness to recover medically who have been discharged from the hospital. HOPE Recuperative Care provides people the opportunity to heal, recover and rest while they work with a medical team for ongoing medical care and a case management team to connect with supportive services and housing. Our program includes hospitality services such as daily meals, laundry, transportation services, etc.

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS OR WOULD LIKE TO MAKE A REFERRAL FOR RECUPERATIVE CARE PLEASE CALL: 530-229-5037